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Abstract. Enhancers could, in principle, function by in- 
creasing the rate of reinitiation on individual adjacent 
active promoters or by increasing the probability that 
an adjacent promoter is activated for transcription. We 
have addressed this issue for the repetitive metazoan 
rDNA enhancer by microinjecting Xenopus oocytes 
with enhancer-less and enhancer-bearing genes and de- 
termining by EM the frequency that each gene type 
forms active transcription units and their transcript 
density. We use conditions where transcription requires 
the normal rDNA promoter and is stimulated 30-50- 
fold by the enhancer. (In contrast, at saturating tem- 
plate conditions as used in previous EM studies, an ab- 
errant mode of transcription is activated that is not 
affected by the rDNA enhancer or by the generally rec- 
ognized rDNA promoter.) The active transcription 
units on enhancer-less genes are found to be as densely 
packed with nascent transcripts and polymerases as 
those on enhancer-bearing genes and on the endoge- 
nous rRNA genes. Significantly,  the enhancer-bearing 
genes are ~30-50-fold more likely to form such active 
transcription units than enhancer-less genes, consistent 
with their amounts of transcript. Complementary stud- 
ies confirm that the enhancer does not affect elongation 
rate, the stability of the transcription complex, or tran- 
script half-life. These data demonstrate that the repeti- 
tive metazoan rDNA enhancer causes more genes to be 
actively transcribed and does not alter the reinitiation 
rate on individual active genes. 
NHANCERS are  DNA  elements that  markedly in- 
crease the total amount of transcript from promot- 
ers located in cis, functioning over distances and in 
both orientations. Despite an increasing knowledge of the 
proteins that bind to enhancers of genes transcribed by 
RNA polymerase II (pol  11) 1 and their frequent interac- 
tions with various of the basal pol II transcription factors, 
it remains unclear how enhancers actually augment tran- 
scription  and whether different enhancers may operate by 
fundamentally different  mechanisms.  A  central  unre- 
solved question about enhancers is whether they function 
by increasing the expression  level from individual active 
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1. Abbreviations used in this paper: pol I and pol II, RNA polymerases I 
and II, respectively. 
cis-located  promoters  (Fig.  1  A)  or  by  increasing  the 
chance that a c/s-located promoter will be activated (Fig. 1 
B).  In the former scenario the enhancer would increase 
the reinitiation frequency on individual active genes but 
not affect the total number of active genes, while in the lat- 
ter scenario the enhancer would increase the total number 
of those promoters in a culture that are transcribing  (in- 
creasing the number that become activated or the duration 
they remain active) and not alter the expression level from 
each transcribing gene. 
For enhancers of genes transcribed by pol II, both mod- 
els are popularly considered. Data showing that pol II en- 
hancers favor binding of TFIID to the adjacent promoter 
(e.g., Abmayr et al., 1988; Horikoshi et al., 1988; Workman 
et  al.,  1988; for reviews  see  Lewin, 1990; Ptashne  and 
Gann, 1990; Klein and Struhl, 1994) and increase the frac- 
tion of cells containing the protein product from a trans- 
fected gene  if its  promoter  carries  an  enhancer  in  c/s 
(Weintraub, 1988; White et al.. 1992; Waiters et al., 1995) 
indicate that these enhancers function by increasing  the 
chance that the adjacent promoter will be transcribed (as 
in Fig.  1 B).  However, evidence that enhancers interact 
with pol II, TFIIH, and TFIIB which evidently recycle at 
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and Reinberg, 1993; Xiao et al., 1994; Gerber et al., 1995; 
Zawel et al., 1995; and references therein), as well as many 
investigators' feelings that enhancers of single copy genes 
should activate similarly in each cell of a  tissue, instead 
fuel consideration of a model where pol II enhancers in- 
crease the transcription reinitiation frequency on each ad- 
jacent active promoter (as in Fig. 1 A; see Kingston and 
Green, 1994). 
Enhancers  also  exist for rRNA  genes  transcribed  by 
RNA polymerase I (pol I) (for reviews see Reeder, 1984, 
1992; Sollner-Webb and Tower, 1986; Paule, 1994; Jacob, 
1995; Moss and Stefanovsky, 1995).  In numerous meta- 
zoan organisms (including frog, mouse, hamster, rat, fly, 
and Arabidopsis), and evidently also in certain unicellular 
organisms  (including Acanthamoeba), rDNA  enhancers 
are repetitive elements that extend over the  ~2 kb up- 
stream from the gene promoter. These enhancers stimu- 
late promoters  in cis  and inhibit unlinked promoters  in 
trans,  suggesting that they bind a  transcription factor in 
common with the promoter (Labhart and Reeder, 1984; 
Pape et al., 1989). A specific footprinting pattern of the pol 
I transcription factor UBF on rDNA enhancers (Pikaard 
et  al.,  1989, 1990) suggested that  it  mediates enhancer 
function, but the low sequence-selectivity of UBF binding 
(Pikaard et al., 1989; Copenhaven et al., 1994; Hu et al., 
1994) and mutational analysis (Pikaard, 1994) raises ques- 
tions about whether it is the only or even a critical player 
in enhancement. 
The action of rDNA enhancers was first identified and 
has been most extensively documented using Xenopus oo- 
cyte microinjection, biochemically analyzing the amount 
of resultant transcript (Moss, 1983; Reeder et al., 1983; Lab- 
hart and Reeder, 1984, 1985; Dunaway and Droge, 1987; 
Pikaard and Reeder, 1988; Pape et al., 1989; Pikaard et al., 
1990).  Notably, in all these enhancer studies, the rDNA 
was microinjected at <~0.3 fmole promoter per oocyte nu- 
cleus, usually at <0.03 fmole per oocyte nucleus. Enhancer- 
bearing and enhancer-less promoter constructs generally 
were coinjected into the same oocyte in competition, either 
at equimolar amount (e.g., Moss, 1983; Reeder et al., 1983; 
Labhart  and  Reeder,  1984, 1985; Pikaard  and  Reeder, 
1988; Pape et al., 1989; as in Fig. 2 E and F) or using a sub- 
stantial excess of the enhancer-less gene to partially equal- 
ize the total amount of transcript from the two genes (e.g., 
Reeder et al., 1983; Labhart and Reeder, 1984; as in Figs. 
4-6). A  stimulatory effect of cis-located  enhancers is also 
apparent in single microinjections (Pape et al., 1989; as in 
Fig. 2 A and B). Furthermore, results on the Xenopus en- 
hancer are  likely applicable  to  other metazoan species, 
since Xenopus rDNA enhancers can function interchange- 
ably with mouse and Arabidopsis rDNA enhancers, both 
in intact cells and in cell extracts (Kuhn et al.,  1990; Pi- 
kaard et al., 1990; Doelling et al., 1993). 
Published  data do  not resolve whether the  repetitive 
rDNA  enhancer  functions  by  increasing  the  transcrip- 
tional level from each activated rRNA gene (Fig. 1 A) or 
by causing a larger fraction of the genes to be transcribed 
(Fig. 1 B)  (for review see Moss and Stefanovsky, 1995). 
Even  the  biochemical finding from competition experi- 
ments that enhancers must act early in the transcription 
reaction (Labhart and Reeder, 1984; Dunaway and Droge, 
1987; Pape et al.,  1989) is consistent both with enhancers 
increasing the  number of activated genes  (Labhart and 
Reeder, 1985; Pikaard and Reeder, 1988) and with enhancers 
causing the adjacent promoter to bind polymerase and ini- 
tiate more efficiently, not altering the number of active 
genes (Moss, 1983; DeWinter and Moss, 1987; Mitchelson 
and Moss, 1987). 
Electron microscopic analysis of ribosomal transcription 
units appears well suited to directly distinguish whether 
the repetitive rDNA enhancer functions by making indi- 
vidual genes more active or by activating more genes. In 
most, but significantly not all, visualizations of cellular or 
microinjected rRNA genes bearing their natural enhanc- 
ers, the nascent transcripts and associated pol I molecules 
are packed very densely, every ~100 bp along the active 
genes (Miller and Beatty, 1969; Trendelenburg and Gur- 
don, 1978; but see Foe, 1978; for reviews see Miller, 1981 
and Mougey et al., 1993). We early on observed a similar 
high polymerase density on active deleted genes (Bakken 
et al., 1982a, b) that turned out to contain the complete Xe- 
nopus rDNA promoter and only one enhancer repeat fol- 
lowing their microinjection into Xenopus oocytes. This ob- 
servation was  taken to  indicate that the  normal rDNA 
promoter  alone  directs  dense  polymerase  packing  and 
consequently that the enhancer must cause formation of 
more transcription complexes (Busby and Reeder, 1983; 
Reeder et al.,  1993; Reeder, 1984; Labhart and Reeder, 
1984, 1985; Pikaard et al.,  1989).  It was, however, some- 
what troubling that no transcriptional stimulation by the 
enhancer region was noted in those experiments (Bakken 
et al.,  1982a, b).  That could imply that the experimental 
conditions were not suitable to study enhancer action or 
that the  enhancer might act by affecting processes  that 
were not detectable by the microscopy, such as elongation 
rate or transcript half-life. 
Indeed, reconsideration of published data, in conjunc- 
tion with the new results of Fig. 2 below, indicates that the 
early electron  microscopic observations  (Bakken  et  al., 
1982a, b)  do not address either the action of the normal 
rDNA promoter or the process of transcriptional enhance- 
ment. Those microinjections were performed at very high 
template concentration (injecting 3--6 fmoles promoter per 
oocyte nucleus,  >10  times more than has been used to 
study the enhancer's effect biochemically), and Fig. 2 be- 
low will demonstrate that this transcription is not affected 
by enhancer  sequences.  In  fact,  injection  of such  high 
amounts of rDNA template activate an aberrant mode of 
transcription that is directed by only an ,-ol0-bp  initiator 
element (Sollner-Webb et al., 1983) and is not affected by 
template concentration (Sollner-Webb and McKnight, 1981). 
Because that transcription is not responsive to the entire 
upstream portion of the otherwise essential 140-bp rDNA 
promoter (Windle and Sollner-Webb, 1986a; see also Fig. 
2 A  and B, lanes 2-4) which normally binds the essential 
pol I transcription factors SL1 and UBF (Learned et al., 
1986; Tower et al.,  1986; Bell et al., 1988; Pikaard et al., 
1989), its initiation must occur by rather different means 
than the known transcription factor interactions. The pre- 
vious EM observations (Bakken et al.,  1982a, b) presum- 
ably address only this aberrant mode of initiation that is 
independent of the normal promoter and is unresponsive 
to the enhancer, so they do not answer whether the repeti- 
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tive or by increasing the number of active genes (Fig. 1). 
We have now studied the effect of the rDNA enhancer 
using oocytes injected with subsaturating amounts of rDNA 
template, where transcription requires the complete pro- 
moter and is stimulated by the enhancer. Electron micro- 
scopic visualizations of transcribing chromatin assembled 
on thus injected enhancer-bearing and enhancer-less genes 
demonstrate that the Xenopus rDNA enhancer markedly 
increases the number of active genes that are observed. It 
does not affect the density of nascent transcripts on the ac- 
tive rRNA genes, the transcriptional elongation rate, or 
the half-life of the resultant transcript. Therefore, under 
conditions where the normal rDNA promoter is used and 
the enhancer stimulates transcription, the enhancer func- 
tions by increasing the fraction of cis-located promoters 
that are actively transcribing. 
Materials and Methods 
Plasmid Constructs 
The X. laevis rDNA plasmids 5'A-1150, 5'A-255, 5'A-127, and 5'A-65, con- 
taining the initiation region from the designated position to  +115, were 
described (Sollner-Webb et al., 1983; Windle and Sollner-Webb, 1986a). 
The E plasmid, containing 10 copies of the 60/81-bp enhancer repeat, and 
the A plasmid, containing the X. laevis rDNA region -245 to +13 joined 
to a 79-nt tag sequence, were described in Pape et al. (1989); the B plas- 
mid is like the A plasmid but using a different 42-nt tag sequence, as de- 
scribed  (Windle  and Sollner-Webb,  1986b).  The  EA6  gene is like  the 
EA293.3' gene of Mougey et al. (1993) except the rRNA segment beyond 
the tag sequence extends to +729. Specifically, it contains from -1150 to 
+13 (including the E  enhancer block) joined to the A  tag sequences, fol- 
lowed by rDNA residues +28 to +729 (to direct terminal ball formation 
on the transcript) and then the last 2/3 (5.1 kb) of the rDNA coding region 
and a transcriptional terminator (see Fig. 3). The A6 gene is analogous to 
the EA6 gene but lacks the 60/81-bp enhancer repeals. The EB12 gene 
and the B12 gene are like the EA6 and A6 gene except they contain the B 
instead of the A tag sequence just downstream from the initiation site and 
contain two tandem copies of the 5.8-kb rRNA coding region present in 
the A6 gene (see Fig. 3). 
The enhancer-less and enhancer-bearing mouse rDNA genes used for 
the  experiment of Fig.  7  were  5'A-230 and 5'A-1800 of Pikaard  et  al. 
(1990), containing the indicated rDNA position to  +292 and linearized 
with Ndel  514 nt beyond the initiation site. The long run-off enhancer- 
bearing and enhancer-less genes used for the experiment of Fig. 8 were 
-2150 and -2150:AE:pBR of Paalman et al. (1995), containing the com- 
plete -2150 to +292 sequence or that region with the -1800 to -231 en- 
hancer block replaced by 1.5 kb of pBR322; they were linearized with Pstl 
2 kb beyond the initiation site. 
Oocyte Injections 
Oocytes were isolated manually from excised sections of Xenopus ovary 
and ~40 nl of plasmid DNA in 10 mM Tris-HC1 (pH 7.6), 0.1 mM EDTA, 
200 p.g/ml ct-amanitin was injected into the germinal vesicle of each, as de- 
scribed (Mougey et al., 1993).  The amounts of injected DNA are given in 
the text. After 24-h incubation at 18°C (see Figs. 4-6) or 8-24 h (Fig. 2), 
RNA was prepared from ~20 pooled oocytes for each injected plasmid, 
and one oocyte's worth was subjected to S1 nuclease analysis as described 
(Mougey et al., 1993; Sollner-Webb and McKnight, 1982).  All injections 
were performed in duplicate (only one sample of which is shown) and all 
experiments were repeated more than one time, yielding very reproduc- 
ible results. The isolated single strand S1 probes for the A  and B genes 
were 5' end labeled in the tag region, 97 or 60 nts, respectively, down- 
stream from the initiation site (Pape et al., 1989); S1 analysis of the 5'A se- 
ries used the 5' end labeled single stranded H probe, a HinfI fragment la- 
beled at +55 (Sollner-Webb et al., 1983). For the experiments of Figs. 4-6, 
additional oocytes from each set of injections were subject to chromatin 
dispersal at 24 h  postinjection, spreading 1 oocyte nucleus per grid, and 
were  visualized by  EM,  as  described  (Mougey et  al.,  1993).  In  these 
spreads, the transcribing plasmids can be readily distinguished due to the 
size of their transcription units (6 kb for the A and EA genes vs. 12 kb for 
the B  and EB  genes) and can  be  confirmed by their overall plasmid 
lengths (which differ by 6 kb for the coinjected A and EB pair and by 4 kb 
for the EA and B pair). 
In Vitro Transcription Analysis 
Preparation of S-100 extract from mouse L1210 cells and in vitro tran- 
scription analyses were as described in Miller and Sollner-Webb (1981) 
and modified in Paalman (1995) and Paalman, M.H., J. Wilkinson, and B. 
Sollner-Webb (manuscript in preparation). The 25-pJ reactions used am- 
monium sulfate precipitated extract, 2.5 fmol of template plasmid supple- 
mented with 25 ng pBR322 plasmid, and the incubation times described in 
the text. 
Results 
Determination of Transcription Conditions Suitable for 
Electron Microscopic Analysis of  Enhancer Action 
We first wanted to define experimental conditions in which 
to best analyze the action of the repetitive rDNA enhancer 
by oocyte microinjection and subsequent electron micro- 
scopic visualization of transcribing enhancer-bearing and 
enhancer-less  genes.  The  desire  is  to  use  as  high  an 
amount of injected rDNA as possible, to maximize detec- 
tion of transcriptionally active molecules, yet to work un- 
der conditions where the enhancer has its large stimula- 
tory effect on the level of normal transcription. Electron 
microscopic analyses of transcription complexes on rRNA 
gene constructs have routinely used oocytes injected with 
>3  fmol  promoter  per  nucleus  (e.g.,  Bakken  et  al., 
1982a, b; Morgan et al.,  1982).  However, injection of I>4 
fmol promoter per nucleus was subsequently found to acti- 
vate the aberrant mode of rDNA transcription which is di- 
rected by a very small DNA element and is unresponsive 
to the recognized transcription factor binding domains of the 
140-bp rDNA promoter that are absolutely needed when 
injections are performed at <~2 fmol promoter per ooeyte 
nucleus  (Sollner-Webb  et  al.,  1983;  Windle  and  Sollner- 
Webb, 1986a, b; Fig. 2, A and B, lanes 2-4). Because action 
of the rDNA enhancer had only been demonstrated using 
Model A 
Prc~~.~ 
Model B 
Promoter~ 
Figure 1.  Models of rDNA  enhancer action. An enhancer could 
increase the polymerase reinitiation frequency on individual ac- 
tive genes (Model .4) or could increase the chance that an adja- 
cent promoter  is transcribed  (Model B). rn enhancer;  ~,  pro- 
moter; ©, transcribing polymerases; and///, nascent transcripts. 
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1983;  Labhart and Reeder, 1984,  1985; Pape et al., 1989), 
we  assessed  the  enhancer  at the  high injected  promoter 
concentration. None of the normal effects of the enhancer 
is observed on genes microinjected at  t>4 fmol promoter 
per oocyte nucleus (Fig. 2, and data not shown). In single 
injections,  the  rDNA  enhancer  does  not  stimulate  tran- 
scription of a promoter in cis (Fig. 2 B; lanes 1-2, and data 
not shown), although it stimulates greatly when injected at 
~<2 fmol promoter per oocyte (Fig. 2 A, lanes 1-2, and data 
not shown). Similarly, a subcloned enhancer inhibits tran- 
scription from an equimolar amount of a coinjected rDNA 
promoter  (e.g.,  Labhart  and  Reeder,  1984;  Pape  et  al., 
1989)  at  ~<2 fmol injected  plasmid per oocyte (Fig. 2  C, 
and data not shown), but inhibition does not occur when 
the plasmids are coinjected at I>4 fmol per oocyte (Fig. 2 
D, and data not shown). This failure of rDNA initiation to 
be competed by enhancer repeats in trans adds support to 
the hypothesis that initiation at these saturating template 
concentrations  does  not  use  the  same  limiting  factor(s) 
that  is  presumably sequestered  by the  enhancer  in  trans 
(Labhart and Reeder, 1984) and is important for initiation 
when the usual promoter recognitions are operative. 
A similar template concentration dependence is also ob- 
served in the rDNA enhancer assay that involves coinject- 
ing oocyte nuclei with equimolar amounts of two marked 
plasmids,  one  containing  an  enhancer-less  gene  and  the 
other containing an enhancer-bearing gene (Fig. 2, E  and 
F). When introduced at total promoter concentrations of 
~<2 fmol per oocyte, the enhancer-bearing promoter (des- 
ignated with an E) out competes the enhancer-less promoter 
(designated as H or A) by over an order of magnitude (Lab- 
hart and Reeder, 1984; Fig. 2  E, and data not shown). In 
contrast, when these pairs of constructs are coinjected at 
i>4 fmol promoter per nucleus, the enhancer-bearing and 
enhancer-less templates yield similar amounts of transcript 
(Fig. 2 F, and data not shown). Thus all the known affects 
of the rDNA enhancer that are operative at low injected 
promoter  concentration  are  not  observed  at  high  pro- 
moter concentration. 
When ooeytes were coinjected with low amounts of rDNA 
plasmids plus  excess pBR322  plasmid to bring  the  total 
DNA  concentration  to  the  high promoter concentration 
conditions, the transcription still required the normal large 
promoter and was stimulated by the enhancer in cis (Win- 
dle and Sollner-Webb,  1986a,  and data not shown). This 
indicates  that  promoter  concentration  and  not  total  in- 
jected DNA concentration  is the  critical factor in deter- 
mining whether  transcription  occurs independent  of the 
normal promoter and enhancer. 
Electron Microscopic Analysis of Enhancer Action 
We next used electron microscopic visualization of tran- 
scribing enhancer-beating and enhancer-less rDNA genes 
injected into Xenopus oocytes under enhancer-responsive 
conditions to assess whether the rDNA enhancer functions 
by causing each transcribing gene to be more active (pre- 
sumably increasing its polymerase density from a low to a 
high level) or by increasing the total number of transcrib- 
ing genes (Fig.  1).  We  prepared the  large enhancer-less 
genes A6 and B12 and similarly prepared their enhancer- 
Figure 2.  Enhancer effects at high and low concentration of mi- 
croinjected  promoter. (A and B) C/s assay. An enhancer-bearing 
X. laevis rRNA minigene (5'A-1150) or enhancer-less  derivatives 
that contain  the complete promoter (5'A-255)  or lack the up- 
stream promoter domain (5'A-127 and 5'A-65) was singly micro- 
injected into X. borealis oocyte nuclei at 1 fmol per oocyte (A) or 
at 10 fmoles per oocyte (B).  In this and the subsequent  panels, 
the resultant transcripts were quantitated by S1 nuclease analysis. 
(C and D)  Trans assay. Plasmid  bearing the 5'A-255 minigene 
and either an equimolar amount of plasmid bearing a subcloned 
block of enhancer repeats (E) or the same amount of the pBR322 
vector DNA were coinjected  into X. borealis oocyte nuclei at 1 
fmol per oocyte (C) or at 5 fmol per oocyte (D). (E and F) Com- 
petition assay. The indicated  pairs  of cloned  enhancer-bearing 
and enhancer-less X. laevis rRNA minigenes were coinjected into 
X. borealis oocytes at 1 fmol total promoter per oocyte (E) or at 
10 fmol total promoter per oocyte (F).  EH and H  are the 5'A- 
1150 and 5' A-255 plasmids whose transcripts  are detected using 
the H probe; EA and A contain the same rDNA enhancer and 
promoter regions  but transcribe  a different sequence  that is de- 
tected using the A probe. Analogous results to those of A-F were 
obtained upon injection  into X. laevis oocytes (see also Fig. 4). 
Results  like those in A, C, and E are obtained at approximately 
~<2 fmol promoter per oocyte; results like in B, D, and F are ob- 
tained at approximately I>4 fmol promoter per oocyte. 
bearing derivatives EA6 and EB12 in which the enhancer 
block was inserted at its natural position (diagrammed in 
Fig.  3,  top).  The  transcripts  of these  constructs  differ in 
length (6 and 12 kb, respectively) so they can be readily dis- 
tinguished by electron microscopy; they also contain the A 
or B 5' tag sequence so they can be quantitated by S1 nu- 
clease analysis (Fig.  3,  bottom;  Pape  et al.,  1989).  These 
marked  enhancer-bearing  and  enhancer-less  genes were 
coinjected  into  Xenopus  oocytes  at  <2  fmol  total  pro- 
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diagrammed above, with  the coding  region  boxed and the en- 
hancer repeats (E) indicated  by vertical lines. The A6 and EA6 
genes contain  the complete promoter or the enhancer and pro- 
moter, respectively, and at residue  13 have inserted a 79-nt tag A 
sequence  (*;  see  Materials  and  Methods).  Transcription  then 
reads into the rest of the 5' ETS (nt 28-729), followed by a 5.15-kb 
segment that comprises the final 2/3 of the 40S pre-rRNA coding 
region and a  pol I  transcription  terminator, generating a  6-kb 
(6,067 nt) transcription  unit. The B12 and EB12 genes are analo- 
gous except they carry a different tag B sequence  of 42 nt (A), 
and the 5.8-kb rRNA coding segments are tandemly duplicated, 
generating a 12 kb (11,960 nt) transcription  unit. Below is an en- 
largement of the initiation  region  and a diagram of the S1 nu- 
clease analysis of the transcripts. The transcribed region is boxed, 
the tag segment shown  by diagonal  hatches,  and the S1 probe 
shown by a heavy line, its 5' end label indicated  by the star. 
moter concentration, and at 24 h postinjection half the oo- 
cytes  of each  dish  were  spread  for  electron  microscopy 
while the  other half were analyzed by S1  nuclease map- 
ping to biochemically verify the effect of the enhancer. 
In preliminary experiments, we coinjected equimolar low 
amounts of enhancer-less and enhancer-bearing plasmids. 
The  $1  analyses  showed  ~30-50-fold  more  transcripts 
from the enhancer-bearing gene than from the enhancer- 
less gene,  and  the  electron  microscopic analysis  showed 
only fully packed transcription units on the active genes, 
virtually all on the  enhancer-bearing construct  (data not 
shown).  To allow more convenient  electron microscopic 
visualization  of appreciable  numbers  of transcribing  en- 
hancer-less genes, we turned to the modified injection pro- 
tocol where 10-fold more of the enhancer-less gene than 
the  enhancer-bearing  gene  is  injected  (introducing  1.75 
and 0.175  fmol per  oocyte, respectively). Analysis using 
such unequal  amounts  of injected  enhancer-less  and  en- 
hancer-bearing  genes  (Reeder  et  al.,  1983;  Labhart  and 
Reeder, 1984) is possible because the amount of transcript 
is proportional to the amount of injected plasmid and the 
magnitude of the enhancer effect remains constant at ~<2 
fmol  plasmid  per  oocyte  (Sollner-Webb  and  McKnight, 
1981, and data not shown). 
When oocytes were so coinjected with the EA6 and B12 
genes, the S1 nuclease analysis using a constant amount of 
oocyte RNA showed 3-5-fold more EA6 transcript than 
B12 transcript (Fig. 4, left lanes, and data not shown). Since 
Figure 4.  S1 nuclease  analy- 
sis of RNA from oocyte coin- 
jections.  0.175 fmol of EA6 
plasmid plus 1.75 fmol of B12 
plasmid (also used for Fig. 5) 
or 0.175 fmol of EB12  plas- 
mid  plus  1.75 fmol  of  A6 
plasmid (also used for Fig. 6, 
A  and  B)  were  coinjected 
into X. laevis oocytes. 10-fold 
more enhancer-less  than en- 
hancer-beating gene was in- 
jected,  and  the  total  pro- 
moter  concentration  was 
maintained at <2 fmol per oocyte.  One oocyte's worth of each 
pooled RNA preparation was subjected  to S1 nuclease  analysis, 
using excess probes specific for the A or the B gene transcript. 
10-fold less EA6 gene than B12 gene was microinjected, 
the  EA6  gene  transcribed  ~30-50-fold  more  efficiently 
than the B12 gene, on a per gene basis. To confirm that no 
bias was introduced  by the  different lengths  of the  tran- 
scription units or the  differently tagged sequences of the 
A6 and B12 genes, the experiment was also performed in 
reverse,  coinjecting  the  enhancer-less  A6  gene  and  en- 
hancer-bearing EB12 gene, again at a  10:1 molar ratio of 
the  enhancer-less  to  the  enhancer-bearing  gene.  The  S1 
nuclease analyses again showed 3-5-fold more EB12 than 
A6  transcript  (Fig.  4,  right  lanes,  and  data  not  shown), 
demonstrating  that  the  EB12  gene  transcribed  ~30--50- 
fold more efficiently than the A6 gene, on a per gene basis. 
Thus the enhancer was functioning efficiently. When simi- 
lar  injections  were  performed  using  a  fourfold  lower 
amount  of total  injected  gene,  we  observed  no  greater 
preferential  transcription  of  the  enhancer-bearing  gene 
(data not shown), indicating that the injection conditions 
of Figs. 4-6 elicit the full enhancer effect. 
The other  half of the  injected  oocytes from each dish 
was  spread  for  electron  microscopy (Miller  and  Beatty, 
1969). Transcribing molecules visualized from oocytes co- 
injected with the EA6 and B12 pair of plasmids are typi- 
fied by those of Fig. 5. The active enhancer-bearing EA6 
genes  (identified  by their  6-kb transcription  units)  were 
densely packed with nascent transcripts and polymerases, 
like the endogenous rRNA genes. Significantly, the active 
enhancer-less  B12  genes  (identified  by their  12-kb tran- 
scription units) were similarly densely loaded with nascent 
transcripts  and  polymerase (Fig.  5).  Complementary re- 
suits were obtained from spreads of the oocytes coinjected 
with the A6 and EB12 pair of plasmids (Fig. 6 A). Again, 
the transcription units on both the active enhancer-bear- 
ing  EB12  genes  (identified  by  their  12-kb  transcription 
units) and the active enhancer-less A6 genes (identified by 
their  6-kb transcription  units)  were densely packed with 
nascent transcripts. 
The density of the nascent transcripts was quantitated 
by tracing and counting 10 representative micrographs of 
each of the active gene types from oocytes coinjected with 
the EA6 and B12 pair of genes and from ones coinjected 
with the A6 and EB12 pair of genes, as well as of endoge- 
nous rRNA genes. Dividing the average numbers of tran- 
scripts per gene by the sizes of the respective transcription 
units, the average number of base pairs per nascent tran- 
Osheim et al. Metazoan rDNA Enhancer  947 Figure 5.  Electron micrographic analysis of transcription  units from coinjected oocytes. Oocytes coinjected with 0.175 fmol of EA6 plas- 
mid and 1.75 fmol of B12 plasmid (see Fig. 4, left) were spread (Miller and Beatty, 1969) for EM. The EA6 and B12 genes were identified 
by the length  of their transcription  units, and confirmed  by measuring the plasmid  lengths.  Representative micrographs are shown 
above, with tracings shown below. The template is diagrammed in Fig. 3. Bar, 0.2 ~Lm. 
script and associated polymerase was calculated (Table I, 
right columns).  Within  the  margin of error, these  values 
were the same for the enhancer-bearing gene and the en- 
hancer-less gene in each pair of coinjections and for the 
endogenous rRNA genes; all are ~100 bp per transcribing 
polymerase (Table I). This value is consistent with previ- 
ous measurements of polymerase packing on endogenous 
amphibian rRNA genes (e.g., Miller and Beatty, 1969). Thus, 
under enhancer-responsive conditions, a high density of na- 
scent transcripts is a property of the active rDNA promoter 
and does not require the rDNA enhancer. This indicates 
that the enhancer must function other than by modulating 
the density of transcribing polymerases on each active gene. 
There was one major difference between the visualiza- 
tions of the enhancer-bearing and the enhancer-less genes-- 
the observed number of active transcription units. Although 
10-fold  less  enhancer-bearing  gene  than  enhancer-less 
gene was microinjected, we observed 2-5  times  more  of 
the active enhancer-bearing gene than the active enhancer- 
less gene in both pairs of coinjections. Results from three 
The Journal of Cell Biology, Volume 133, 1996  948 Figure 6 A.  Electron micrographic analysis of transcription  units from coinjected oocytes. Oocytes coinjected  with 0.175 fmol of EB12 
plasmid and 1.75 fmol of A6 plasmid (Fig. 4, right) were spread (Miller and Beatty, 1969) for EM and analyzed as in Fig. 5. A shows a 
representative of each active plasmid, with tracings below. The template is diagrammed in Fig. 3. Bar, 0.2 ~m. 
of the injected frogs are shown in the middle columns of 
Table I. Thus, on a per gene basis, transcription units are 
observed N20-50-fold more frequently on enhancer-bear- 
ing  plasmids  than  on  coinjected  enhancer-less  plasmids. 
This critical result demonstrates that the rDNA enhancer 
stimulates expression by increasing the number of rRNA 
gene promoters that are transcriptionally active. It is also 
consistent with the  above noted finding that virtually all 
the active transcription units were on the enhancer-bear- 
ing gene when coinjected with the enhancer-less promoter 
at equimolar concentration. 
The  greater number of active enhancer-bearing genes 
than active enhancer-less genes observed in these experi- 
ments is illustrated by the electron micrograph of Fig. 6 B. 
This field includes  three active EB12 genes (arrows)  but 
only inactive copies  of the  coinjected  A6  genes  (arrow- 
Osheim et al. Metazoan rDNA Enhancer  949 Figure 6 B. A field from the coinjection of Figure 6 A is shown. It contains three active EB12 plasmids (arrows) as well as inactive EB12 
(asterisk) and inactive A6 (arrowheads) plasmids. Bar, 1 p.m. (Transcribing rDNA is known to be more extended than inactive nucleo- 
some-covered DNA [Trendelenburg and Gurdon, 1978]). 
heads). Although most fields show a much lower ratio of 
active  transcription  units  to  inactive  plasmids  of  both 
kinds, fields with multiple active transcription units almost 
invariably show more examples of active enhancer-bear- 
ing  gene  than  of active  enhancer-less  genes.  If the  en- 
hancer-bearing and enhancer-less genes assembled active 
transcription units with  equal efficiency, the  majority of 
the  active  genes  in  virtually  all  such fields  should  have 
been  the  enhancer-less  constructs,  due  to  their  10-fold 
greater numbers. This underscores the greater propensity 
Table L Relative Numbers of Observed Transcription Units and Their Polymerase Density 
Number TU observed in frog 
Coinjected  Ratio  Number TU 
constructs  injected  a  b  c  counted  Pol/TU  bp of TU/pol 
SD  SD 
EA6  1  15  10  -  10  59 (-+4)  104 (-+6) 
B12  10  3  5  -  10  108 (-+12)  110 (---13) 
A6  10  -  -  24  10  52 (-+5)  117 (±11) 
EB12  1  -  -  66  15  116 (-+31)  109 (±29) 
(endogenous)  -  >  100  >  100  >  100  15  76 (___  5)  104 (+_ 6) 
The indicated pairs of plasmids were coinjected using a  t: 10 molar ratio of enhancer-bearing  m enhancer-less plasmid. The numbers of each type of active transcription units ob- 
served using oocytes from three different frogs (called a, b, and c) are shown in the next three columns. (Oocytes from different frogs frequently show different total amounts of 
plasmid transcription but fairly constant relative levels of transcription from co-injected plasmids [e.g., Reeder et al., 1983].) For each gene, 10 representative transcription units, 
as in Figs. 5 and 6 A, were traced and their nascent transcripts and polymerases were counted (Pol/TU). From the unknown lengths of the transcription units, the base pairs per 
polymerase was calculated (bp of TU/pol). Most of the injected plasmid molecules became covered with nucleosomes and showed no nascent transcripts, a result also observed 
when saturating amounts of template were injected (Trendelenburg and Gurdon, 1978; Bakken et al., 1982a,b). TU, transcription unit; pol, polymerase with nascent transcript. TU 
lengths: A6, EA6 (6067 nt); B12, (11960 nt); endogenous (7890 nt). 
The Journal of Cell Biology, Volume 133, 1996  950 Figure 7.  Kinetics of rDNA enhancer action.  Otherwise  equiva- 
lent enhancer-less  (-) or enhancer-bearing (+) rRNA genes, lin- 
earized to generate a 544-nt run-off transcript,  were preincubated 
in L1210 S-100 cell extract for 45 rain in the absence of rNTPs (to 
allow preinitiation  complex formation) and then were incubated 
for 20 min with ATP and CTP (to form the first dinucleotide  of 
the transcript).  GTP and UTP were then added for a 0--60 min 
transcription  period,  as  indicated,  after which  [a32p]CTP  was 
added for a 2- or 20-min labeling period, as indicated.  The iso- 
lated  RNA  was  electrophoretically  analyzed.  When  GTP and 
UTP are omitted, no run-off transcript  is detected. 
of  enhancer-bearing  genes  than  enhancer-less  genes  to 
form actively transcribing complexes. 
We have also performed experiments separately inject- 
ing oocytes with the same low amounts of either the en- 
hancer-less  A6  gene  or the  enhancer-bearing  EA6  gene 
(data not shown). S1 nuclease analysis showed that the en- 
hancer-bearing promoters generated on average ~10-fold 
more transcript  than  the  enhancer-less  promoters.  (This 
lower value arises in single injection experiments because 
the enhancer-bearing promoter is subject to cis enhance- 
ment but the enhancer-less promoter is not subject to trans 
competition [Pape et al., 1989]).  The electron microscopic 
analysis  again  showed  the  all-or-none  transcription  pat- 
tern. And again, far fewer active transcription units were 
observed  on  the  enhancer-less  genes  than  on  the  en- 
hancer-bearing genes, although the precision of determin- 
ing the relative transcription  levels of singly injected oo- 
cytes  by microscopy is  limited,  because  the  microscopy 
uses  only  a  few  oocytes  and  individual  oocytes  exhibit 
variable transcription capacity. Nonetheless, the data from 
the various injection protocols at low template concentra- 
tion are all in concordance. 
If  enhancer-less  genes  had  instead  formed  sparsely 
packed  transcription  units,  these  should  have  been  ob- 
served in the electron microscopic spreads, for a  number 
of reasons. First, by similarly spreading and  assaying oo- 
cytes injected with plasmids bearing pol II promoters, we 
readily observe sparsely packed transcription  units,  even 
ones with only one or a few transcripts (Osheim, Y.N., and 
A. Beyer, unpublished  results). These sparse pol II tran- 
scription units are observed even when the template plas- 
mids  are  smaller and  their  transcription  units  are  much 
shorter  than  in  the  rDNA  constructs  used  in  this  study. 
Also, because the vast majority of the plasmids we observe 
on our grids are inactive ones bearing no transcripts at all, 
if  rDNA  plasmids  with  a  few  transcripts  existed  they 
should have been detected. Additionally, if the  observed 
Figure 8.  Transcriptional  elongation  rate on enhancer-less  and 
enhancer-bearing genes. An experiment like that of Fig. 7 was 
performed, except that 2-kb enhancer-less  (-) or enhancer-bear- 
ing (+) run-off templates were used, the initial transcription  pe- 
riod in the presence of all four NTPs was 13-1.5 min, as indicated, 
and the labeling period was 0.5 min. Two exposures of the gel are 
shown. (The dark diagonal shape on the light exposure is an arti- 
fact.) The array of sizes of transcripts  represents largely nascent 
molecules, because upon addition  of 300 mM KCI to inhibit fur- 
ther initiation  but allow elongation,  virtually all these molecules 
are chased to large size RNAs (data not shown). 
amount of total transcript from the enhancer-less gene was 
generated from sparsely packed transcription units, these 
sparse transcription units would need to be present in cor- 
respondingly greater abundance, and this would have fur- 
ther favored their detection.  Yet none such hypothetical 
sparse pol I transcription units were observed, either un- 
der the injection conditions  of Figs. 4-6 or when similar 
experiments were performed using 1/4 the  total injected 
amount of injected promoter (data not shown). 
Analysis of Elongation Rate 
The electron micrographic data (Figs. 5 and 6; Table I) in- 
dicate that the biochemically assessed effect of the rDNA 
enhancer--increasing  the  level  of transcript  from  a  cis- 
located  vs.  a  trans-located  pol  I  promoter  ~30-50-fold 
(Fig. 4)--can be fully explained by the  enhancer not  af- 
fecting polymerase density but causing ~20-50-fold more 
cis-located promoters to be transcribed  (Fig.  1 B).  If the 
enhancer had  instead  acted by increasing the  elongation 
rate and not the number of active genes, the active tran- 
scription units on the enhancer-bearing and enhancer-less 
gene should be observed at the ratio these genes were mi- 
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many, active transcription complexes on the enhancer-bear- 
ing genes. Since this was not found (Figs. 5 and 6; Table I), 
the enhancer can not act primarily by affecting transcrip- 
tional elongation rate. 
To directly assess whether the rDNA enhancer may also 
affect transcriptional elongation rate, we turned to an in 
vitro system, where transcriptional stimulation by the re- 
petitive frog and mouse rDNA enhancers can be observed 
using cell extracts (Pape et al., 1989; Pikaard et al.,  1990; 
Kuhn et al., 1990; Paalman, M.H., D. Snow, J. Wilkinson, 
and B. Sollner-Webb, manuscript in preparation). With 
S-100 extract of L1210 cells and low concentration of input 
mouse rDNA, ,~10-fold more transcript is obtained from 
an enhancer-bearing rDNA promoter than from the same 
amount of an enhancer-less promoter in a parallel reaction 
(Paalman, 1995; Paalman, M.H., J. Wilkinson, and B. Soll- 
ner-Webb,  manuscript  in  preparation;  Fig.  7,  last  two 
lanes).  We  first  demonstrated  that  approximately  this 
same level of enhancement is observed throughout the du- 
ration of the in vitro transcription reaction (Fig. 7). In this 
experiment,  otherwise  equivalent  enhancer-less  or  en- 
hancer-bearing templates for a  544 nt run-off transcript 
were first preincubated in extract lacking rNTPs and then 
with ATP and CTP to assemble initiated complexes, then 
a 0-60-rain transcription was initiated by addition of rNTPs, 
and finally [et32p]CTP was added for a 2-min labeling pe- 
riod.  Stimulation of the  promoter by the  adjoining  en- 
hancer is similarly seen at short and long times of tran- 
scription (Fig. 7). Thus, enhancement is observed at the 
short reaction times needed to study transcript elongation. 
To determine whether the enhancer affects elongation 
rate, the experimental protocol was modified by using long 
run-off templates and transcription times that are shorter 
than  are required to synthesize the entire transcript.  (It 
would take ~1.5 rain to complete a round of transcription 
on these 2-kb run-off templates at the in vivo elongation 
rate of ~25 nt/s.) Again, equimolar amounts of the other- 
wise equivalent enhancer-less or enhancer-bearing run-off 
templates were preincubated in S-100 extract, but the ini- 
tial transcription period was <~1.5 rain, and the subsequent 
labeling  period  was  reduced  to  0.5  min.  Nascent  tran- 
scripts are detected from both the enhancer-less and en- 
hancer-bearing template,  and they grow longer with in- 
creasing  times  of elongation  (Fig.  8;  two exposures are 
presented  to  better  observe  the  transcripts  from  both 
genes). Significantly, at each elongation time, the array of 
transcript lengths are the same from the enhancer-less and 
the enhancer-bearing template. Therefore, the elongation 
rates on the enhancer-less and enhancer-bearing genes are 
equivalent, calculated at ~20 nt/s. Yet the enhancer-bear- 
ing template generates ~10-fold more transcript than the 
enhancer-less template (Fig. 8). Enhancement thus does 
not  involve  alteration  of the  transcriptional  elongation 
rate. 
Discussion 
The rDNA of most metazoan species examined contains 
repetitive elements upstream from the gene promoter that 
are termed enhancers because they augment transcription 
from a  cis-located  pol I  promoter, functioning over dis- 
tances and in both orientations (for reviews see Reeder, 
1984,  1992; Sollner-Webb and Tower, 1986;  Paule,  1994; 
Jacob,  1995).  These enhancers from different metazoan 
species most likely act by the same mechanism, since frog 
enhancers function interchangeably with mammalian and 
plant rDNA enhancers despite a lack of perceptible sequence 
conservation (Doelling et al.,  1993; Kuhn et al.,  1990; Pi- 
kaard et al., 1990). But how do these, or any, enhancers 
function to increase transcription from a linked promoter? 
Two  models  are  that  enhancers  make  individual  genes 
more active or that they activate more genes (Fig. 1). 
We have addressed this basic question for the metazoan 
rDNA  enhancer using Xenopus  oocytes coinjected with 
marked enhancer-bearing and enhancer-less rRNA genes 
(Fig. 3). S1 nuclease analysis confirmed that the enhancer 
exerts an ~30-50-fold relative effect on transcript abun- 
dance (Fig. 4), and the morphology and abundance of ac- 
tive transcription  units  were scored by electron micros- 
copy (Miller and Beatty, 1969) (Fig. 5 and 6). If individual 
rDNA promoters were made more active by the presence 
of an enhancer in cis,  then the enhancer-less promoters 
could not be fully active, most likely showing transcription 
units less than maximally packed with nascent transcripts 
and polymerase (Fig.  1 A).  Although  low density tran- 
scription units can readily be detected from an injected pol 
II promoter (see above), such were not observed for the 
injected pol I promoters; the active enhancer-bearing and 
enhancer-less genes were both fully packed with nascent 
transcripts, exhibiting identical morphology (Figs. 5 and 6 
A) and transcript density (Table I). Furthermore, this con- 
clusion was not affected by the identity of the marked en- 
hancer-bearing and enhancer-less gene (Table I). Instead, 
the enhancer-bearing rDNA  promoters yielded N20-50- 
fold more of such active transcription units than the coin- 
jected enhancer-less promoters on a per gene basis (Table 
I; Fig. 6 B). Thus, the enhancer causes more genes to be 
actively transcribed (Fig. 1 B). 
Two other models could also have explained the fully 
packed  transcription  units  on  the  active  enhancer-less 
genes: (1) RNA polymerases could elongate transcription 
~30-fold faster on enhancer-bearing genes than those on 
enhancer-less genes, or (2) the transcripts from enhancer- 
bearing genes could have an ~30-fold longer half-life than 
those from enhancer-less genes. However, both of these 
alternative models imply that enhancer-less and enhancer- 
bearing genes would be equally likely to generate active 
transcription units, contrary to the data showing a 30-50- 
fold difference (Table I). Further dismissing model 1, di- 
rect measurement in an enhancer-responsive in vitro sys- 
tem confirmed that transcription elongation rate is the same 
on enhancer-bearing and enhancer-less genes (Fig. 8). Al- 
ternate  model  2,  the  enhancer increasing  the  transcript 
half-life by ~30-fold, appears inherently unlikely because 
the transcripts from our enhancer-less and enhancer-bear- 
ing genes are identical (Fig. 3). Additionally, finding the 
same  relative  accumulation  of transcripts  from  the  en- 
hancer-less and enhancer-bearing genes over 2-  and 20- 
min labeling periods (Fig. 7) is contrary to expectation if 
the enhancer acted by affecting transcript half-life. Thus, 
the  rDNA enhancer does not function by altering tran- 
scription elongation rate or transcript half-life. Note that 
both of these were viable models to explain our earlier 
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(Bakken et al., 1982a, b). 
Our data also argue that the enhancer causes a  larger 
fraction of the cis-located  promoters to be transcription- 
ally active by favoring formation or use of transcription 
complexes and not by increasing the longevity of active 
transcription  complexes once  they  have  formed.  If the 
rDNA enhancer allowed a larger number of rounds or a 
longer period of transcription from each established prein- 
itiation complex, the extent of enhancement on preformed 
preinitiation complexes should start at a low value and in- 
crease with increasing times of transcription. However, the 
same extent of enhancement is observed immediately af- 
ter the onset of transcription and after extensive periods of 
transcription (Fig. 7), including multiple rounds of reinitia- 
tion (data not shown). 
Yeast rDNA also has an enhancing sequence, but unlike 
metazoan rDNA enhancers it is nonrepetitive and is at the 
opposite end of the intergenic spacer (Elion and Warner, 
1984). Fivefold transcriptional augmentation by this yeast 
enhancer can also be observed in vitro, and this level is 
maintained when transcription complexes are allowed to 
elongate/reinitiate for  10  s  and  then  are  supplemented 
with sufficient sarkosyl to presumably prevent subsequent 
rounds of initiation (Schultz et al., 1993).  Since individual 
templates should not have initiated five rounds during the 
10-s  reinitiation period (metazoan rDNA promoters ini- 
tiate at most 2-3 rounds in that time), the yeast nonrepeti- 
tive rDNA enhancer most likely acts to increase the num- 
ber of transcribing promoters (Schultz et al., 1993). This is 
consistent with what we find for the repetitive metazoan 
rDNA enhancer. However, the yeast nonrepetitive rDNA 
enhancer and the metazoan repetitive rDNA enhancer ap- 
pear  to  function  differently in  other  respects,  because 
cleaving off the enhancer segment after preinitiation com- 
plex assembly did not impair enhancer function in yeast 
(Schultz et al., 1993) but eliminated its function in mouse 
(Paalman,  M.H.,  J.  Wilkinson,  and  B.  Sollner-Webb, 
manuscript in preparation). 
Our experiments also underscore the existence of two 
different modes of rDNA transcriptional initiation in in- 
jected oocytes. At subsaturating amounts of injected pro- 
moter  (~<2 fmol per  oocyte nucleus;  Sollner-Webb  and 
McKnight,  1981),  transcription  is  completely dependent 
on the normally recognized 140-bp rDNA promoter (Win- 
die and Sollner-Webb, 1986b) and is affected greatly by 
enhancer sequences (Labhart and Reeder, 1984; Figs. 2 E 
and 4), being stimulated in c/s (Pape et al., 1989; Fig. 2 A) 
and inhibited in trans  (Labhart and Reeder, 1984; Fig. 2 
C).  In contrast, when the  amount of microinjected pro- 
moter is increased to saturating levels (I>4 fmol per oocyte 
nucleus; Sollner-Webb and McKnight, 1981), there is no 
effect of deleting the binding sites for the normally essen- 
tial transcription factors SL1 and UBF (Bell et al., 1986; 
Tower et al.,  1986;  Pikaard et al.,  1989), since the same 
high levels of + 1 initiation by pol I occur when the rDNA 
segment lacks all sequences upstream of residue -7 (Soll- 
ner-Webb et al., 1983; Windle and Sollner-Webb, 1986a). 
Furthermore, this aberrant mode of initiation is not stimu- 
lated by the rDNA enhancer in c/s (Fig. 2 A) nor inhibited 
by the enhancer in trans (Fig. 2, D  and F), suggesting that 
it does not use the normally essential transcription factor 
that is presumed to be titrated by the enhancer repeats at 
lower template concentration (Labhart and Reeder, 1984). 
This aberrant mode of initiation is >20-fold repressed on a 
per gene basis (and >50-fold repressed on a per oocyte ba- 
sis) at subsaturating template concentration, for no + 1 ini- 
tiation has been detected from a deleted rDNA promoter 
injected at ~<2 fmol per oocyte (Windle and Sollner-Webb, 
1986a; and data not shown). Further affirming that the ab- 
errant mode of transcription is repressed effectively in our 
experiments (Figs. 4--6),  the extent of enhancer stimula- 
tion was not increased by reducing the injected promoter 
concentration another fourfold (see above). 
The two modes of rDNA transcription evidently repre- 
sent substantially different kinds of initiation that use dif- 
ferent  promoter-factor  interactions.  Thus,  experiments 
conducted at the high template concentration do not ad- 
dress how the normal rDNA promoter or the rDNA en- 
hancer functions. Because our early electron microscopic 
analysis of short rRNA genes which retain the promoter 
and only one copy of the enhancer repeat were performed 
at 3-6 fmol injected promoter per oocyte nucleus and did 
not  observe any effect of the  enhancer  (Bakken  et  al., 
1982a, b), the current experiments are novel in  studying 
the effect of the normal promoter and the active rDNA 
enhancer by electron microscopy. 
Might pol II enhancers function in a manner similar to 
the metazoan pol I enhancer? The vast majority of func- 
tional  studies  on  pol  II  transcriptional  activators  have 
been biochemical, averaging out the contribution of many 
gene copies, so they do not  address  how the  enhancer 
works on an individual gene basis. The extensive analysis 
of basal  transcription factors interacting with pol II en- 
hancer-binding proteins also has not resolved whether pol 
II enhancers act by increasing the reinitiation frequency 
on each active gene or by increasing the number of active 
genes in a  population. Because the enhancer of a  single 
copy gene might be expected to regulate its initiation simi- 
larly in individual cells, and because various cellular pol 
II-transcribed genes with their naturally present enhanc- 
ers  have differing polymerase densities (e.g., Miller and 
Bakken, 1972; Laird and Chooi, 1976; Foe et al., 1976), it 
may seem that pol II enhancers would act by increasing 
reinitiation  frequency,  unlike  the  metazoan  rDNA  en- 
hancer. However, the few available direct cell biological 
studies on the action of transfected pol II genes indicate 
that their enhancers increase the chance that the recipient 
cell will express the gene, rather than increases the gene's 
expression level in each cell (Weintraub,  1988; White et 
al., 1992; Waiters et al., 1995). We submit that electron mi- 
croscopic  studies  on  pol  II-transcribed  genes,  such  as 
those performed here on pol I-transcribed genes, could 
prove highly informative in confirming how various pol II 
transcriptional enhancers function. 
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